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1. Black Holes 

Grass tickles my ankles in a field. I scan ground stretching for kilometres. I walk 
hours to reach this meeting and I am here. Taking a red blanket from my knapsack I 
watch the cloth shiver in the air. I didn’t know this place until receiving Thomas 
Bratzke’s note. Stacked rocks jut from earth every few metres. Perhaps he placed 
them there leading me to him. The sun cuts through the clouds, spilling an orange 
soda-pop glow over everything. I stretch arms and legs. I relax into the blanket. I’m 
humming now, a nervous tic, 

I want to ask Thomas everything. I want to know why he attacks architecture. You 
see, most days I pass this giant building. One morning, months ago, I strolled by it, 
and it was...di erent. Overnight, arrows had pierced it. I can’t let it rest. So, I search 
for details. I ask around. I find myself so often bored with what’s out there. The 
characters, scene, production all say the same thing. I want more. I want novelty. 
That’s why when I found out the ar- cher’s pseudonym, Zasd, I mailed him a post 
card with a gaudy stamp asking to meet. Last week, months later, a cryptic note with  
a place and time dropped into my mailbox, signed, Thomas Bratzke (Zasd.) I try to 
visualise him, but I keep coming up with a damn black hole. Atop a rock pile a 
butterfly awakens. A rumble launches it into the air, and my first thought is, an 
earthquake? Here? A door snakes out of the slick ground. Yellow light engulfs the air 
and  
the purple clouds hide. Long stemmed grass twists and furls back, leaving trampled 
amaretto and jade earth behind. Blinking, beads of sweat roll across my face. The 
wooden door stands and nothing else. Silence. The sky dissolves into cigar ash and 
the door swings open. Although it stands alone, the door opens into nothingness. Is it 
a prank? Nothing stands behind the ten-centimetre thick frame. How can a door lead 
nowhere? Straddling the door, I stick my right hand inside, expecting to see it come 
out the back. It disappears entirely. Crickets sing macabre summer songs. Taking a 
step within the frame I vanish completely from the field. Stumbling, stumbling I fall 
into blackness. I see the butterfly re-land upon the pile of rocks. Maybe it’ll fall back 
asleep. 

�  �
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ROSE PACULT THE HOUSE OF THOMAS BRATZKE 

2. Sagittarii 

Boom. That’sthedoorthuddingshutIrealisebeforeit’s too late to stop it. There’s no 
knob. Sealed tight. Sealed shut. I kick it, and there’s no release. Locked in, without 
Thomas Bratzke to be seen. I shout his name and echoes bounce down the long 
corridor. There’s a noise. Loud and primal. Sounds like those damn little animals that 
climb trees to scream, pine marten. I run fast down the corridor to the windows. I 
pull on an archaic crank to open the glass panes, but the crank won’t move. I could 
punch it. Better yet, I could wrap my hand in my hoodie and punch it. I notice what’s 
outside those windows. My balled-up hand drops. The landscapes changed to willow 
trees. Willow trees? A pine marten clings to a branch. The pine marten with coal eyes 
spreads his jaw obtuse. A scream fills the hallway. That animal hides in the tree line 
of willows – hundreds of those trees. Everything’s jumbled. I’m somewhere, 
anywhere, nowhere. Wherever this is, it’s not near the city. To put me here, it would 
mean Thomas Bratzke invented transportation (which he didn’t.) Furthermore, it 
would mean he invented time travel (which he didn’t.) But if he did, I imagine he’d 
have more important things to do than answer questions for me. I run from the door 
to the end of the hallway where a spiral staircase slices through the ceiling.  
In the corner, a side table props up nine envelopes, the kind with  
an inside of protective, small bubbles. All the mail’s addressed to 

“Thomas Bratzke.” It’s no coincidence, our foiled meeting and my subsequent lock 
up here. Thomas may have missed our meeting, and he may soon miss his mail, too. 
I can take a man’s mail, but I find it hard. Collecting the unopened envelopes, I 
ascend the stairs. Each board groans and the pine marten’s still screaming a racket. 
Thomas Bratzke. Over the years, I’ve grown accustomed to calling the people I 
respect by the last name. This guy isn’t here to meet me. In fact, I’ll even go so far as 
to say he’s responsible for this kidnapping. I want let out from whence I came, not let 
out in scenic limbo. I ascend through the ceiling. The staircase roars like an air 
conditioner on its last leg. I swivel toward the noise. A crack and a crack and a crack 
deafens the airwaves, and I watch the bottom step evaporate. Then the next one, too. 
The stairs are pulling a Houdini and I pause before
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I bolt. I see a work area. I see a work area without exits or escapes. A red rug rolls to 
a flat screen in the living room and the works of dead philosophers overstock the 
bookshelves. On the worktable, thin, cylindrical sticks form a wooden pyramid. 
Some sticks are painted; others are left untouched, rough and natural. Papers, 
photographs, and boxes overtake the grainy top. A hacked up log by the table’s side 
supports wood arrows and tools. An archer’s bow leans on it  
for support. Is it Thomas’s bow? I feel pissed. I rip a paper from the deck of photos. 
It says, “I hereby declare that I have shot a random 
numberofhandmadearrowsintoTrafackaGallery,Prahasee AP09-01 (Book III: page 12) 

throughthisventilationholefromtheoutside.” Behind this are the images of two 
women, nude and concentrating, in the midst of pulling bows. Again, I find myself 
humming. Archery takes a lot of muscle, a lot of training. The word “research” 
scribbles on the reverse sides. “Arrow Pieces” scrawls on the backs of the other 
photographs. In these, arrows stab the walls of giant shopping malls,o cebuildingssee 

AP07 (Book III: page 11),andmodernizedloft rooftops. This whole place starts shaking. The 
walls shake, the floors shake, the lights shake, the room buzzes like a computer heart 
when it’s hot and bothered. I search my bag for tissues to stu my ears up, to make it 
quiet, but I’ve got nothing but stolen mail. I hum to block out the sounds. The 
house’s yelling distress. I look at the book on 

the table. The title is “Arrow Pieces” and it’s filled with photos and little texts. I learn 
about acupuncture, but not the kind of ancient acupuncture shamans practiced – this 
is new scale acupuncture.  
It involves buildings and homemade arrows. Arrows di er from needles, but 
they’re .....blah blah blah I wait for another rumble to shake this place, to make it 
vanish as fast as it appeared. I look at the 

Arrow Pieces book. I learn more about this word, acupuncture. While arrows di er 
from the needles involved in acupuncture, they bare similarities. An arrow inserted 
into the side of a building is akin to  
a needle inserted into the skin. I find a handwritten note tucked into the binding 
about the first generation of Thomas’ arrows. He found and collected fireworks 
around the streets of Berlin and later used that material to construct the arrows. On 
New Year’s Day of 2008 

in Munster, Thomas sharpened the found materials to a pricking point. On that day, a 
new project began. I lean my elbow on the table and turn away from the book. The 
floorboards shriek...like they respond to my movement. I listen to the vacant room. 
What is this? I lift my elbow up, and the floor belches. I bow head to Arrow Pieces.
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The groans stop. I look up and down and then up again. Each time I look from 
Thomas’ work the house explodes. Noise, noise, noisiness. When I look at the book, 
silence. Metal coats my mouth. Unusual engineering designs this house and Thomas 
is not here, not here at all. I don’t think Thomas kidnapped me. This place captured 
me and I’m unsure how the hell to get out. The house sounds like the zoo. I hate the 
zoo. I’m unsure how to make it quiet, I can’t think, I turn face to book. I’m looking 
at photos, Thomas’ photos. The arrows 

in print, before their expulsion from Thomas’ bow, form a painting when aligned 
together. Each one reveals a scene that, once pieced together, creates an interlocking, 
woven design. Whispering aloud, I read the book, “...Facades can be jabbed with big 
needles to rebal- ance the energy flow.” Curious. Maybe I need to mend the energy 
flow here in order to return to the field. I grab an arrow o the table. I close my eyes 
and thrust it into the nearest wall. I squint. Noth- ing changed. I’m more of a vandal 
than before. The wall hisses at me. I yank the arrow out and hear a noise from the 
other room. The television turned to static. Black zaps the screen. All of a sudden, on 
screen,itisearlymorning.see AP06-02 (Book III: page 11) Birdschat- ter. Sunlight hits the tops of 
the high rises. The grass looks damp. A lone man comes into focus as he locks his 
feet and legs into a squat. He peeks in all directions, as if to check no one is 
watching. Is this guy Thomas? Seconds pass and shrubbery conceals his silhouette. 

Arrows whizz through the air and the birds chirp louder, louder. Day breaks through. 
The camera cuts to the arrows as they pierce. Multi- coloured arrow pieces fill the 
wall. The tips plunged deep are no longer visible. The volley of arrows devastates 
and transforms the building, giving it a story, a history. I can’t concentrate. 

I wish Thomas showed up at the field. If I had a second wish, it would be to leave 
this place without a headache. I start humming. I wonder if the house will release me 
if I give some- thing to it...perhaps an artistic sacrifice. I whip out my journal and 
scribble —get me outta here, old man i bet you’re rocking in  
a chair whittling a wood sculpture with a blue fedora nodding up and down i bet your 
hands know the craft better than yr knife bet yr knife sharpened quicker when 
nicking trees to weapons how’s it feel to let yr knees nod with yr head and yr chair 
nod to a rock what’s it like to feel a straight arrow pounce with a wrist flick into a 
pine marten— I feed the “poem” to the floor. Everything remains as it was. I let the 
film loop. It’s not the first time seeing them
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3. More Submerged 

around. But it’s the first time I saw archery performed. I wonder if this is all there is 
to it. I wonder, or I wish, for a twist. The action of archery is urgent, like the archer 
behaves based entirely upon innate and aggressive drives. However, as the man’s arm 
pulls backward, he gains full command of his situation. He navigates as the director. 
When the arrow releases from his bow, he changes the perception of the structure. 
The arrows, small in relation to the target, violently collide with the architecture. The 
needle- 

like arrow gargles through space to finally release at the point of contact. During this 
airstrike, a performance seizes the open sky. Sheer momentum results in unsolicited, 
yet inevitable contact. The video loops again. Despite archery’s potential violence, 
the structural integrity stays intact. I walk back to the table to look at photographs 
documenting the archery. They reveal the archer shooting with the utmost control, yet 
the arrow exists outside of the intention of his aim, leaving the story’s end 
ambiguous. 

I pick up an arrow from the pyramid, and finger the tip. It’s sharp. In the building’s 
lifespan, these arrows will be gone in an eye blink. But to the archer, meaning loads 
each arrow. However ine ective punctures upon the building’s exterior may be, they 
still exist. The architect built a hierarchy into the design of the building, placing 
himself above the occupant. The occupant uses the doors, the stairs, the hallway, as 
the architect intended. The architect designed the experience of the building. In a 
minimalist way, Arrow Pieces subverts that anthropocentric hierarchy. From the 
moment the bow releases the arrow, it changes the experience of the build- ing’s 
environment. The arrows will continue to shape the experi- ence of the building and 
those who use it until the day they fall out. My mission here becomes clear. I need to 
strategize, I need to figure out how to subvert the hierarchy of the house and solve its 
puzzle to escape. Pinching the arrow in-between my index finger and thumb, I set it 
on the pyramid. The house releases another noise barrage. Have I been hypnotised? 
No...Impossible. I hear thudding. I bend down and knock at the ground. 

Something knocks back. 

�  �



I fly up from the ground and collapse into a stupor. Minutes crawl. The knocks keep going 
louder each time. I jump on a white corduroy chair, try thinking. The house won’t leave 
me alone. These pieces won’t let me rest. I see a pile of metal shining in a shadowy corner 
and I run to it. A black folder leans between two large, sculpted, metal letters, Z and A. 
When I tug it out, the room gets all quiet. Finally. I can think. The papers inside the folder 
archive a cor- respondence between another artist, Akim, and Thomas, starting in 1997. I 
get the gist. With the acquisition of Thomas’ first studio space, 
thetwomensetupgatherings.Inthestudiosee 3D01 (Book III: page 2), 

Akim and Thomas hosted approximately twenty people every week. They parented an 
underground community and became, outside of any institution, professors of creative 
education. When they were not hosting, Akim would linger and discuss new 
implementation of three-dimensional sculptures. The notes end. A leaflet falls from the 
ceiling to my lap. There are six images of one project printed on it. A room’s walls burst 
with paintings. Yellows, blues, oranges, and reds slash against each other. A text at the 
bottom titles this collection of images “ZAST ONE: 2002, Mystik Cup Praha, B-Boy-
Open Berlin.” see 3D02 (Book III: page 2) Longmetalnails, painted white, spiked 

into the wall connect by white string. The painting turned assem- blage spells the name 
“Zasd.” The thin, metal spikes form from the wall to begin Zast or Zasd’s existence. 
Based on the correspondence I read between Akim and Thomas, this leaflet details an 
experience that actually happened two years earlier in Thomas’ life. From those letters I 
discover he spent a year of research and development in 1999 absorbed in the craft, 
history, and growth of artistic tradition. That experience initiated the beginning of a new 
era in Thomas’ life. One of the images on the leaflet features Thomas, dark and con- 
torted, waving in the front of the Zasd assemblage. With his creation behind him, the 
blackened form blends to the surrounding. I see the fluid, symbiotic relationship that the 
writer, sculptor, and man have with space. They flow onto a one-dimensional plane where 
separa- tion from the other is impossible. His appearance ties the person inextricably to 
his work. Maybe, if I understand his work, his his- 


